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weakened- crust have ancient
faults, buried under a blanket of
sedimentary material, which
may lie dormant for many
millions of years (Reference 1).
There is a passive margin all
along the eastern seaboard of
Australia, where Newcastle is
located. In the United States,
New Madrid, Missouri is located
over a failed rift and Charleston,
South Carolina is located along
a passive coastal margin.
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The first reported earthquake in
Australia was at Port Jackson.
Sydney in 1778. Although there
have been numerous earth-
quakes since then, the Newcas-
tIe Earthquake in 1989 was the
first Australian earthquake to
cause fatalities and significant
structural damage. Earthquakes
having Richter magnitudes M(L)
greater than 4.0 during the
period 1873-1983 are shown in
Figure 1. Two previous earth-
quakes in the Newcastle area,
one in December 1925, the other
in 1868, had magnitudes M(L) of
5.2 and roughly 5.3. respectively
(Reference 2).
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY
taking steps to have them
dIgItized and processed.

Note: Dr. Gutllem1o Santana
(IINI) has more data on the
accelerograph readings, and is

The city of Newcastle is located
at the mouth of the Hunter
River, near the boundaIY of two
geological regions -the Sydney
Basin and the New England Fold
Belt. Newcastle lies at the
northern edge of the Sydney
Basin, characterized by Pennian
sediments which include alter-
nate marine and continental
sequences bearing numerous
coal seams. The New England
Fold Belt, to the north, contains
rocks of various ages which are
all moderately to heavily folded.
These two regions are separated
by the Hunter Thrust System,
including several small faults
which lie to the northwest of
Newcastle near Maitland.

NEWCASTLE EARTHQUAKE,
27 DECEMBER 1989 (GMT)
--Cynthia Perry. Dames &
Moore. San Francisco

SEISMOLOGY

, Earthquakes on the Australian

continent are caused by com-
pressive stresses which have

I' -\ built up in the crust as a result
~ of the northerly movement of the

Australasian Plate under the
Indonesian Plate; Although
intraplate seismicity is still not
well understood. it appears that

Coal mining Is an important
feature of the economIc geology

most stable-continent earth-
quakes occur within crust that
has undergone extension at
some time in the past. producing
failed rifts and passive margins.
Rifts are fonned when the brittle
upper crust breaks into blocks
under the influence of extension-
al forces. If the extension stops.
what remains is a failed rift
within the interior of a conti-
nent. If the extension continues.
the rift will eventually rupture.
leaving weakened crust along
the edges of the resultant
continents. These areas with
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